
LRES Curriculum Wishlist for Surplus Funds

● We listed the curriculum items based on priority needs, so that if we cannot get
them all, we would want to start with things at the top. Thank you for your
consideration.
Laura Yacek

1. i-Ready Math Pilot Materials- $21,987 (estimate with discounts - potential for
another discount up to $4,000)
LRES has used Math In Focus for more than 10 years. There was a math
committee formed last year with teachers K-5 to evaluate the program and come
up with math needs at our schools. The elementary school has explored other
math curriculum (Tang Math) to support the gaps that MIF has for this school
year. We would like to pilot i-Ready math school-wide next year, to see if the
program meets the needs of the staff and students at LRES.

2. Heggerty Decodable books - $4468
LRES uses the Heggerty program for phonemic awareness instruction. They
recently published sets of student decodable books for teachers to use in small
reading groups, that align with the Heggerty lessons. We would like to purchase
4 sets for each classroom teacher.

3. Fundations Decodable books- $11,585
LRES uses the Fundations program for phonics instruction. They recently
published classroom sets of student decodable books for teachers to use in small
reading groups, that align with the Fundations lessons. We would like to
purchase 1 set for each grade level. The set comes with multiple sets totaling
384 books.

4. Guided Math Kits - $17,480
Teachers use Guided Math Kits from Hand2Mind as a supplemental curriculum
for small group math instruction. These kits can be used for all tiered levels of
support and in a 1:1 setting. Our K and 1st grade teachers currently have kits
1-4/5 and have seen great success when using them for helping students master
math skills. We have budgeted for next year to add 2 more kits per grade level
(k-2), but our goal is to have complete sets for all grade level teachers (a set is
1-9). This would allow us to complete sets for K-2 and create complete set for
grade 3, who currently do not have any kits.

5. Easy CBM - Online subscription for our Special Education Teachers. EasyCBM
facilitates instruction and intervention at every RTI tier. They are progress monitoring
assessments that help to provide data for IEP goals.

6. Fundations replacement materials- $18,900
Each student in grades K-3 has a set of FUNdations materials that are used



daily. This includes student white boards, magnetic letters for manipulation, gel
boards (for grade 2) and magnetic boards. We have not replaced grade level
sets since we purchased the program back in 2017. We budgeted for some
replacements next year, a handful of sets per grade level, but this money would
give us the opportunity to replace all sets for all grade levels.


